
STRONG ENOUGH TO  
HOLD BACK MOUNTAINS.
Landscape Retaining Wall, Clarksville, GA

CASE STUDY: 
LANDSCAPE RETAINING WALL

Project Highlights

2nd Runner-Up ICF Builder 
Awards

People’s Choice Award 
Winner

Completed without any 
design drawings

●Completed within 13 weeks 
on the weekends with a DIY 
approach

Project Stats

Location: Clarksville, GA 

Industry: Specialty Application 

Size: 360 sq. ft.

ICF Use: 360 sq. ft.  

Cost: $4,225 

Total Construction: 13 weekends 

ICF Installation Time: Half-day

Challenge

After Hurricane Irma ripped through northeast Georgia in September of 2017, 

downing 15 trees on the property, this retaining wall project was added to 

the existing home that was built in 2007. One of the complexities faced in this 

project was blending the material of the wall with the previously built home 

to make it appear as though the wall had been there all along. The project 

site was on the side of a very steep mountain lot, which always presents build 

challenges. Luckily, it was not an issue to keep the wall close to the earth cut, 

and backfill was easy. 

The vision for the project was to have a retaining wall that beautifully tapered 

down to ground level, blending in with the natural terrain and allowing enough  

space for parking for friends and family at this mountain cottage. This was easy  

to execute in the field with Fox Blocks ICFs without compromising the project’s  

structural or performance goals. In addition to integrating with the surrounding  

landscape, the retaining wall needed to provide drainage, moisture proofing, 

and electrical conduits. Fox Blocks ICFs were the perfect structural solution. 

Combined with a perfectly matched thin-brick sourced by Speedy Mason, 

use of Fox Blocks resulted in a retaining wall that was easily fabricated, 

extremely strong, and seamlessly integrated with the existing architecture. 



Sustainability

This wall will stand the test of time, with all of the 

assembly made up of nondenigrating materials. The wall 

is also designed to enable proper, safe water drainage 

without erosion problems.

Budget

The project was completed within budget.

Timing

Working only on the weekends, the owner was able to 

complete the project by himself within 13 weeks.
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Challenge (continued)

Even without design drawings, the retaining wall was 

easy to lay out with Fox Blocks providing support 

through prescriptive design calculations. Fox Blocks 

ICF made incorporation of the walls’ most advanced 

features – masonry, drainage, and electrical – a breeze. 

The final product was plumb and straight, with no 

voids or honeycomb across the entire wall. The all-ICF 

construction required minimal wood bracing during 

concrete placement. The walls, bucks, and the top of 

the wall were all within a quarter-inch in 10’, and the 

new slab and finishes were applied without issue. This 

retaining wall is an excellent example of how ICFs can be 

incorporated into landscape design, as well as the utility 

of ICF to the DIY market.


